WELCOME TO
University of Ljubljana
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
PROGRAM FOR THE DAY

• Official welcome!
• Important information
Winter semester 2020/2021

Lecture/lab work

1. 10. 2020

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

15. 1. 2021

JANUARY

12. 2. 2021

FEBRUARY

Winter examination period

18. 1. 2021

12. 2. 2021
Summer semester 2020/2021

Lecture/lab work
15. 2. 2021

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

Summer examination period
31. 5. 2021 02. 7. 2021

AUTUMN EXAMINATION PERIOD

SEPTEMBER
Organization of exam terms

- Subjects in winter semester:
  - 2 exam terms
  - choose 1

- Subjects in summer semester:
  - 1 exam term
  - for previous generations
  - 2 exam terms
  - choose 2

- 1 exam term

- 1 exam term

- 1 exam term
Examination Rules

5 DAYS
WRITTEN EXAM
RESULTS OF EXAM Max. 7 DAYS
ORAL EXAM
FINAL GRADE

Registration
Deregistration until noon one day before
Registration/deregistration until 8 pm one day before.

UNATTENDED EXAM = FAIL
1. step: click on the link: http://wise-tt.com/wtt_fe_alt/

2. step: under Program/Letnik/Smer select ERASMUS COURSE!
CONTACT PROFESSORS TODAY

• CONTACT THEM ASAP!

• SEND THEM EMAIL

• TEACHERS‘ CONTACTS:
  http://www.fe.uni-lj.si/en/the_faculty/staff/alphabetically/
STUDENT SYSTEM = STUDIS

STEPS FOR LOG IN:

1st step: ACTIVATE YOUR UL-ID DIGITAL IDENTITIY
Problems? Report problem!

2nd step: LOG IN TO STUDIS

3rd step: USE YOUR EMAIL!!
OA1234@STUDENT.UNI-LJ.SI

Check your emails every day!
VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

as. dr. Matevž Kunaver
Anže.prtnemer@fe.uni-lj.si

LINK: e.fe.uni-lj.si
STUDENT OFFICE

• International student office hours: 10.30 am–12.30 pm

• Erasmus coordinator: Boštjan Murovec
  bostjan.murovec@fe.uni-lj.si

• Administration office: Katarina Erjavec Drešar
  katarina.erjavec-dresar@fe.uni-lj.si
  internationa.office@fe.uni-lj.si
SPORTS ACTIVITIES

Sports available to students at UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA:
https://www.uni-lj.si/extracurricular_activities/sport_en/

sport@uni-lj.si

Contact:
www.sport.fe.uni-lj.si
iztok.mihevc@fe.uni-lj.si
TUTORING – BUDDY SYSTEM

- tutorstvo@fe.uni-lj.si
- emilija.stojmenova@fe.uni-lj.si
Welcome on board and enjoy your stay at Faculty of Electrical Engineering